Gene regulatory network (GRN) inference from gene expression data plays an important role in understanding the intricacies of the complex biological regulations for researchers. In this paper, a new hybrid supervised learning method (HSL) is proposed to infer gene regulatory network. In HSL, according to the data imbalance ratio, three different supervised learning methods: direct classification, KNearest Neighbor (KNN) method and complex-valued version of flexible neural tree (CVFNT) model are chosen to classify. A novel filtering method based on integration of mutual information (MI) and maximum information coefficient (MIC) is proposed to eliminate the redundant regulations inferred by HSL. Benchmark data from DREAM 5 are used to test the performance of our approach. The results show that our approach performs better than the popular unsupervised Learning methods and supervised Learning methods.
Introduction
Transcriptional regulation is the basis of some important biology processes such as development, differentiation, homeostasis and response to stimuli. Inference of gene regularity network (GRN) from expression data is a challenging task to understand the intricacies of the complex biological regulations for researchers [9] . With the development of microarray and next generation sequencing technology, a large amount of gene expression data and gene annotation information have been generated, which promotes the development of GRN inference by computer technology [12] . But, the inference of GRN from massive genome and transcriptome data still remains a big challenge.
Many machine-learning methods have been developed to infer gene regulatory networks ranging from unsupervised to supervised methods [5] . Unsupervised learning methods rely only on gene expression data and mainly contain Boolean network, Bayesian network, Petri network, ordinary differential equation (ODE), information theory model and neural network. The advanced sequencing technology gives a large number of prior biological knowledge along with genomics data, which promotes supervised techniques to infer gene regulatory network. According to prior regulation information, GRN inference is solved as binary classifier problem. Supervised learning methods utilize known regulation interactions to train a classifier in order to predict new unknown regulatory relationships [1] . The main binary classifiers contain support vector machine (SVM), decision tree, neural network and logistic regression [3] . With a set of prior known regulatory connections, supervised methods could achieve lower prediction accuracies than unsupervised methods [6] .
However, the existing supervised learning methods are relatively simple and difficult to infer the complex regulatory relationships effectively. For each classifier, training data is unbalanced in general, which may lead to that GRN inferred has many false positive regulations. In this paper, a new hybrid supervised learning method (HSL) is proposed to infer gene regulatory networks. Firstly, the target gene set is divided into two classes with the known regulation relationships. Secondly, according to the level of data imbalance, different supervised learning methods are chosen to apply. If the number of positive samples is zero, it is not necessary to apply classifier and the test sample is directly classified as negative class. If the ratio of positive samples is relatively small, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is selected to identify whether two genes regulate or not. Complex-valued neural networks (CVNNs) are powerful mathematical methods that have been successfully applied to predict and classify actual observation data [4] . In terms of flexibility and functionality, CVNN performs better than real-valued neural network (RVNN). In other cases, the complex-valued flexible neural tree (CVFNT) is proposed to solve the binary classification problem.
Because of the unbalanced data, GRN inferred by supervised learning methods may have many false positive regulatory relationships. Because mutual information (MI) is an efficient approach to detect nonlinear dependencies, more methods used MI and conditional mutual information (CMI) to reduce the noised regulations [15] . But, MI method does not work well for continuous multivariate variables. In order to solve this problem, maximum information coefficient (MIC) was developed on the basis of mutual information [8] . MIC could quickly evaluate the relationship of the variables with different functions (linear, exponential and periodic), and search a wide range of relationship types. But when the null hypothesis could not be established, the statistics ability of MIC will be affected. MI and MIC have their strengths and weaknesses when reflecting the relationship between two variables. In order to improve the accuracy of network structure, this paper proposes novel filtering method based on integration of MI and MIC (MIMIC) to eliminate the false-positive regulations inferred by HSL. Because of its automatic features extraction, cross layer connections and flexible activation functions, FNT model performed better than many classical neural networks and has been applied widely for solving forecasting and classification problems. Since CVNN model is more flexible and functional, complex-valued flexible neural tree (CVFNT) model is proposed to solve the classification problem in this paper. CVFNT is an extension of real-valued FNT model. A tree-structural based encoding method with specific instruction set is selected for representing a CVFNT model. In order to create CVFNT models randomly, two operator sets (function set F and terminal set T) are defined in advanced (Equation (1)). 
 is then calculated by complex-valued activation function (CVAF). Generally complex-valued Elliot function is
used as CVAF, which is described in Equation (3).
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Where f(·) is CVAF and the output is complex-valued. a, r and are real variables, c is complex-valued and || n net is the modulus of complex-valued n net . A typical CVFNT model is described in Figure 1 . The total output of CVFNT model can be calculated from left to right by depth-first search method. { , , } T z z z 
Structure optimization of CVFNT model
Evolutionary method based on tree structure is proposed to search an optimal or near-optimal CVFNT. In this paper, we use the three neural tree variation operators: select, crossover and mutation, which are described in Ref [11] .
Parameter optimization of CVFNT model
After optimizing the structure of CVFNT model, the parameters need to be collected. In CVFNT model, weights i w and threshold value 0 w are complex-valued. Parameters c and r in activation function are real values. In order to gain the optimal parameters of CVFNT model, we need to design an evolutionary method to optimize real-valued and complexvalued parameters simultaneously.
The bat algorithm is a heuristic search method and could be used to search the global optimal solution, which was first presented by Yang in 2010 [13] . Because of its simple structure, few parameters, strong robustness and easy implementation, bat algorithm is proposed to optimize parameters of CVFNT model. Bat algorithm simulates the process that bats use sonar to detect prey and avoid obstacles. Each bat is seen as a solution (5). (7) Update the pulse rate and loudness of each bat using Equations (7) and (8) r is maximum pulse rate. Go to step (3).
Flowchart of CVFNT optimization
(1) Gene expression data are generally real-valued data, so expression matrix must be transformed to complex-values before optimization process of CVFNT model. The transformation steps are as follows. 
where  is the shift angle. The output of CVFNT is a complex number, so the output value needs to be transformed into real number using Equation (10 
Where arg z is the argument of complex-valued output z . If the satisfied solution is found, optimization process is over; otherwise go to (c).
(c) Structure is optimized using three operators: selection, crossover and mutation, which are introduced in Section 2.1.2. At some iterations, select a certain proportion of the individuals to optimize the parameters using bat algorithm, which is introduced in Section 2.1.3.
K-Nearest Neighbor
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) is one of the simplest machine learning algorithms, which is used to classify by measuring the distance between different feature values. The idea is that if the majority of the most similar K samples of a sample in the feature space belong to a certain category; this sample also belongs to this category. K is an odd integer. The process of KNN algorithm is described as follows.
(1) Calculate the distance between the testing data and the training data. Euclidean distance is used (Equation (11)). 
Where n is the number of sample points, i x is training data, i y is testing data, x is the averaged value of training data and y is the averaged value of testing data. 
Flowchart of hybrid supervised learning method
The core idea of supervised learning method is to predict whether genes are regulated or not, given TF. For each transcription factor, all genes known to be regulated by this TF form are a set of positive examples. The genes not regulated are labeled as negative examples. The jackknife method is used for classification. Figure 2 by integrating the regulation relationships between all TFs and target genes for obtaining gene regulatory network.
Filtering method MIMIC

Mutual information
For two discrete random variable vectors X and Y ( , XY   ), the entropy () IX and () IY can be computed using Equation (12) and Equation (13) [15] .
( ) ( ) log ( ),
where p(x) and p(y) are the marginal probability distribution functions of variables X and Y, respectively.
Mutual information (MI) between two variables X and Y is defined by Equation (14).
Where p(x, y) is the joint probability density function of x in χ and y in γ. The Higher the MI value is, the more the dependence of two corresponding genes are.
Maximum information coefficient
Maximum information coefficient (MIC), as an exploratory analysis tool, can be used to evaluate the relationships between hundreds of variables. Compared with mutual information, MIC can reflect the relationship between two variables better.
A bivariate set is defined as a set where the data elements are ordered tuples (a, b). The maximum information gain for all the grids sized of tuple (a, b) can be computed using Equation (15) 
The flowchart of MIMIC
The flowchart of MIMIC is described in Figure 3 . The gene expression data contains n genes ( 12 , , , 
Experiments
The inference gene regulatory network is evaluated by five criterions, i.e. true positive rate (TPR), false positive rate (FPR), positive predictive value (PPV), accuracy (ACC) and F-score, which are calculated using Equation (17). , TP  TPR  TP FN  FP  FPR  FP TN  TP  PPV  TP FP  TP TN  ACC  TP FP TN FN  PPV TPR  F score PPV TPR
where TP, FP, TN and FN are presented in Figure 4 . 
Select the threshold value
In Figure 2 , ratio is the imbalance ratio threshold. According to ratio , HSL selects different classifiers to infer GRN. Threshold ratio is critical to the performance of the algorithm. In order to determine the threshold value, we test the performance of our method using different ratios and evaluate its effect on TPR, FPR, PPV, ACC and runtime, in order to select the proper value. The values of ratio are in range [0.03, 0.5] at intervals of 0.03. The test data are collected from E.coli network, which includes 150 genes and 202 true regulatory relationships [7] . The results are listed in Table 1 . From Table 1 , we can see that with the increasing of ratio, TPR gradually decreases, which means that the correct regulation relationship predicted is less and less. This is because, when the ratio is small, more regulation relationships of the target gene are predicted by neural network, and the accuracy is higher, but the run time is longer. When the ratio is larger, the regulation relationships of the target genes are determined by the KNN method, and the accuracy is poor, but the running time is faster. Based on the above analysis, in order to predict more regulation relationships with the shorter time, we select a compromise value 0.18 as the ratio in the following experiment.
Performance of filtering method
In order to test the performance of MIMIC, we use the dataset from Silico network in DREAM5, which contains 197 regulatory factors and 4012 regulations [7] . The different filtering methods are used to delete the redundant regulations. The results are listed in Table 2 . From the results, it can be seen that filtering methods could remove a large number of false positive regulatory relationships, but may also delete a small portion of true regulations. By comparing the performances of three filtering methods, it can be found that MIMIC performs better than MI and MIC. 
Performance of our method
In this part, the expression data generated from E.coli network are used to test our method. E.coli network is from a wellknow dataset DREAM5, which contains 334 transcription factors (TFs), 4511 target genes, 2066 true regulations and 805 chips [7] . Through ten runs, Table 3 shows the comparison results of several methods. It could be seen that supervised learning methods (LNN and our method) perform better than unsupervised learning methods (context likelihood of relatedness (CLR) algorithm [2] , path consistency algorithm based on conditional mutual information (PCA-CMI) [15] , NRROMI [14] and LSGPA [10] ). NARROMI combined ODE-based recursive optimization and information theory-based MI to infer GRN. LSGPA combined splitting technology and ODE to improve the performance of large-scale GRN inference. By analysis of reconstructed gene regulatory network, it is found that the regulation relationships of the 40.94% target genes could all be identified.
Discussions and conclusions
In this paper, a new hybrid supervised learning methods (HSL) is proposed to infer gene regulatory network. In HSL, according to the level of data imbalance, three classifiers could be chosen. After inferring GRN with supervised learning methods, a novel filtering method based on integration of mutual information and maximum information coefficient is proposed to reduce false-positive regulations.
Silico network in DREAM5 is used to test the performance of filtering methods. HSL has higher TPR than HSL with filtering methods. HSL with filtering methods has higher F-score than HSL method. It is because that filtering methods could remove a large number of false positive regulatory relationships, but may delete a small portion of true relations. Through comparison performance of three filtering methods, the filtering effect of MIMIC is better than ones of MI and MIC. Gene regulatory network of E.coli in DREAM5 is proposed to test the performance of our approach. The experiment results show that our proposed approach performs better than state-of-the-art unsupervised learning methods (CLR, PCA-CMI, NARROMI and LSGPA) and supervised learning methods (LNN).
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